MARTY
a.k.a.
“The atypical story of By By Baldness Corporate and his strange
characters”

First there came “The Strange Story of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde” .
A tale of good and the bad that lies within us all.
The white and the black.
Here is another “strange story”. Though, perhaps not quite so strange. Perhaps it is even stranger to limit ourselves to
being only one person. Be honest.
Dont’t all of us find this difficult sometimes?
Dont’t we all have voices within that scream to be heard?
Desires so different from those we present to the world?
Feelings and emotions that we keep hidden and concealed?
If only, for one moment, we could let all that is hidden whithin our souls fly free.
Then we could look our own Mr Hyde in the face and ask the question, “Which of the two of usi s real? Who is really ME?
In this comic performance we will meet Alfred, a assistant manager of “By By Baldeness Corporation”, an incredibly wellknown brand that battles hair loss in men.
Alfred is shy and yet, when unexpectedly forced to take over the main presentation at the firm’s annual conference,
something incredible happnes. Marty appears in Alfred’s place.
Marty is Alfred’s true self. His hidden self. The results are shattering.
Will Marty have the power to change Alfred’s life forever? And will be able to help Alfred reach the heart of the woman
he has always loved in silence?
Prepare to see strange things. Things that may even shock you. Understand that Marty cares nothing for politeness. But,
when we truly seek happiness and true love, we cast aside fear and we cast aside shame.
Enjoy!
A performance without text, so it is possible to do it… in every … language!!
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